There are certain instances where an individual has normal hearing, but still experiences difficulty listening to, comprehending, and/or remembering the information heard. In these cases, there may be a potential breakdown in the processing skills, a deficit termed Central Auditory Processing Disorder (CAPD). These individuals often have difficulties understanding and meeting the demands of classroom and everyday listening.

Under one roof, and through a multidisciplinary team approach of Audiologists and Speech-Language-Pathologists, Evergreen Speech & Hearing Clinic works to evaluate and identify a Central Auditory Processing Disorder (CAPD), after which a customized and individualized treatment plan is developed and implemented.

We recently hosted nationally recognized Central Auditory Processing Disorder expert, Dr. Jeanane Ferre, Ph.D., in the Pacific Northwest where she met with our Audiology and Speech teams and presented a keynote.

Continued on Page 3
Since 1979, Evergreen Speech and Hearing Clinic has joined audiologists and speech pathologists throughout the nation in the celebration of Better Hearing and Speech Month. Mayor Marchione of the City of Redmond, and Mayor Chelminiak of the City of Bellevue signed official proclamations for May as Better Hearing & Speech Month. May is dedicated to the recognition of the more than 42 million Americans of all ages who have communication disorders.

The month of May was filled with ESHC events in the community to celebrate, educate, and recognize the importance of hearing and speech issues. We were a sponsor of the Kirkland Half Marathon and even hosted an educational keynote by Dr. Ferre on Central Auditory Processing Disorders. We also held a special Hearing Health Seminar led by students from the University of Washington Doctor of Audiology program. Topics included Understanding Your Audiogram, Brain & Hearing, Anatomy of the Ear, and Listening Effort.

“I’m not an SLP or an Audiologist, I work in the back office and help out at the front desk when needed. At ESHC we work together as one, as a whole team. We are there for all the patients, no matter what their needs may be. We are on a journey, just as they are. When a Speech kiddo “graduates”, (meets their goals), to see where they started and how far they’ve come – heartwarming is an understatement to say the least; to see a patient (1st time hearing aid user) in wide-eyed wonder (the sounds really were missed) – the look on their face says it all.

It’s been a wonderful journey of my own evolving with the clinic and the many changes made along the way. I’ve come to learn so much about the Speech and Audiology worlds, to see how far we’ve come. How we’ve been there time and again for so many patients/clients, young and old. To see and to be a part of a significant transformation in their lives.

It’s these moments that make me realize how fortunate I am to have been a part of this for so long…..and it just keeps getting better!

I brought it all together in my poem in time for Better Hearing and Speech Month. What better way to honor all the folks here at ESHC and all those in the hearing and speech worlds. I was a part of that ‘journey of Hope.’ (on page 4)

Kate Colburn has worked as an Audiology Account Coordinator at ESHC for over 20 years
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If you missed the Dr. Ferre’s Keynote on “The ‘Process’ Of Auditory Processing” you can watch a video of the full event on our blog: everhear.com/blog-2

Visit everhear.com/hearing/capd to learn more about our multidisciplinary approach to Central Auditory Processing Disorder.
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## Poem: Journey of Hope

**Journey of Hope**

by Katie Colburn

A child speaks out
One voice, from a rasp to a whisper
From a stutter to a lisp
A letter or two gone missing
Socially inept, shyness or something more
The spectrum, not the place to be
The journey of hope, it starts right here

Reaching out as the change is made
Holding a hand maybe a calming voice
A breakdown of sorts
The journey has just begun
The transition is on, only time will tell
Just a bit of hope, just a bit of faith
Yes, the journey of hope
It starts right here

Quiet times, or so it seems
The sounds of life are all around
From the songbird
To the buzz of a honeybee
From laughter on the playground
To the traffic in the streets
The sound of silence, not the place to be
The journey of hope, it starts right here

Reaching out as the change is made
Holding a hand maybe a calming voice
A breakdown of sorts, the journey has just begun
The transition is on, only time will tell
Just a bit of hope, just a bit of faith
Yes, the journey of hope, it starts right here
Yes, it starts right here

Jump online and “like” us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter and Instagram to stay up-to-date on the latest technology and patient classes!
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